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Mathematics Of Life 

By- Kajal  

Abstract : In this paper we will see mathematics is  in our life.  How basic concepts affect our life. 

Addition, subtraction, multiplication and importance of boundaries. 

Importance of Boundaries: If a sequence is bounded then we can predict its behavior . If a 

relationship has no boundaries people  can lose their relation. It is different for different people. A saint 

has different kinds of boundaries, a family man has different, So it depends how a person related to 

other. Like we cannot share everything with stranger, but a child can share feelings with their parents. 

A life without bounds can be a distracted life. 

Practice and excellence: Practice is not the only thing to achieve excellence , but practice with 

right guidance ,right observation is important. suppose a student try to solve an equation but he is not 

getting how solve , after trying he can lose hope to solve but the thing that was stucked in his mind is 

'by practice he can solve that equation'. Now he can able to solve only if he knows the right formula  

which is  required. Similar cases happen in life , everyone wakeup with new equations , they can achieve 

only if they know the formulae to solve them 

Addition, Subtraction, Multiply and Division: It is proved good things in our life adds and 

affect our body, but bad thing multiply and effect our body. Subtraction and division are also a part of 

life . It is good to subtract bad habits, it would be helpful for peace of mind. Misunderstandings leads to 

division of relations. Good people in our life always add good values. 

Numbers: whenever results declare everybody talking about marks, marks are 

important in life but at some extend, only thing in our hand is hard work with smart work, because 

results are not in our hand. In life 100 is important, everything we want to do, just do it with 100%, 

because 100 is better that 99 . Everywhere numbers are present in our life.  

Number  0 . If zero is present before any number , it does not change the identity of that number, but 

if zero is present after a number now the identity of that number is more than its previous .Nobody 

want to fix zero in their life ,it is important to know where it is present in someone's life before or after. 

Zero is like 'Karma' we will get whatever we will do good or bad. 
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